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THE COLLECTING AND CONDITIONING OF SATJONOID 
FISHES OR TOXICITY TESTS 

I NTPQDUCTION 

This a report of the studies made on the conditioning 

of salmonoid fi'hes for ue in toxicity t.ests conducted at the 

Yaquiria Iay Fisheries Laboratory during the umer of 19)7. The 

work was in connection with the biological assays being performed 

ori the chemical effluents known to be present in Kraft mill wastes. 

The test animals reported on in this paper included the young of: 

silver a1mon, Oncorhynchus kisutch (Walbaum); Chinook saiiiion, 

Oncorh;ichus tschawytscha (a1baum); coata1 cutthroat trout, 

Salmo c1ar1ii clarkii ichardson; and rainoow-ste.elhead trout 

Salmo gairdnerii girdnerii Richardson, (Crawford, 192g). The 

purpose of this series of experiments was to ascertain the ability 

of the fish to survive as test aìthnals in sa11 containers such as 

aquaria under the conditions imposed by the cheniical nature of the 

mill wastes to be tested. Consideration of the physical and chemical 

properties effecting test fish should be determined in advance of the 

lntroiuction of pollutants into the testing conti.ners. Otherwise 

inimical factors might he attributed to suspected pollutants which 

in reality were deficiencies of the aquarium-environment. 

Native s1rnonoid fishes from local streams viere used as 

study specimens because they are of such tremendous importance in 

this reion, nd are the most directly affected by pollution in our 

st.reamns. ild fish were selected, when obtainable, in preference to 



hatchery raised fish in order to simulate ntura1 conditions as 

closely as possible0 The need for conditioning the fish became 

imnediately apparent when they were brought into the laboratory, 

and considerable difficulty was encountered in keeping them alive 

in the snall containers. 

The lthoratory is situated on Yaquina Bay near Yaquina, 

Oregon which is five miles from Newport, the nearest important 

town. This location is well suited to the work owing to the ease 

of obtaining the necessary fish from the nearby streams, an abun- 

dant suprily of uncontaminsthd spring water, and the availability 

of bay water with vthich preliminary tests were carried on, 

Procedures for conductim toxicity tests have been worked 

out by investigators, Hart, Doudoroff and Greenbank (l9Li5), using 

warm water gaine fishes. The different temperament and ecological 

requirements of salmonoid fishes introduced maxr new problems and 

necessitated some modifications in executing the tests. 

The exoeriments perfoid preliminary to the actual toxi- 

city tests were carried out to determine the best methods of hold- 

ing fish in sufficient numbers for the required tests, and at the 

sanie time acclimate them to laboratory conditions in order to 

eliminate as many unfavorable conditions as possible in the later 

teflts. It was also necessary to learn the minimal requirem?nts of 

these fish in the conditions under which the toxicity tests must 

be conducted. In this respect many of these conditions were 

dictated by the requirements of the toxicity tests, and were 



Figure 1 

The laboratory viewed from the highway. 
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performed in a manner to conform with the methods planned for 

those tests, 

The various fish measurements employed in these experi- 

ments were those that are custornarily used. The length is the total 

length in centinieters (cm.) which is the distance from the most 

anterior point of the fish's body to the fork of the caudal fin 

exclusive of the body curvature. This was taken at the conclu- 

sion of the tests by using a measuring board. Before using the fish 

in the tests a quick and reasonably accurate reasurement of their 

length was made by placing them in a large beaker of water. The 

diameter of the bottom of the beaker was marked off into centi- 

meters, thus making it possible to gain this mea sure!ent without 

holding the fish out of the water and avoided excessive handling. 

Their weights were taken on a torsion scale and 'ere 

measured to the nearest tenth of a gram (g.). The gaseous oTgen 

content of the water was determined by the winkler method as out- 

lined by the American Public Health Association and the American 

Water Vorks Association (19b6) and is expressed as parts per 

million (p.p.rn,). During the summer the amount of dissolved oxygen 

in the water at the laboratory varied but slightly above or below 

10 p.p.m. The hydrogen ion concentration (pH) was obtained colori- 

metrically by the use of La ott colorimeter. All values for 

salinity of the ocean water were found by using a saliiieter and 

are stated as parts per thous3nd (o/oo). 





Figure 2. Map showing the location or the laboratory and 

the streri3 In the urroundMg area frot hích the test 

f i.h were taken. The SIte cf thr laboratory is indicated 

thus * 
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COLLECTING 

The fish were collected from the trems by seining. 

A two man net vdth a mesh of 1/ti incthe3 wa ised. The seining 

operations were crried on in the quieter stretcìes of the streainz 

that were compartive1y free of obstructions. Usuaii the second 

haul through a length of stream was more productive than the f irt 

one because of the turbidity created by the seine dragging on the 

bottom. Best results were obtained by roiling the water upstream 

from the area being seined. On one occasion 28 fish were taken in 

one haul along approximately 35 feet of st.rcam in shallow water 

over a gravelly bottom. 

Four streais within a radius of 2 miles of the laboratory 

were used as the so'ìrce for fish, Fogarty Creek empties into the 

ocean 17 miles north of Newport and the part of the strtam west of 

the highway was seined. Beaver Creek flows into the ocean 6 miles 

south of Newrort and fish were taken from the north ±ork of this 

streai at a point 8 miles east of the Pacific Coast Highway. The 

Yaquina River ws seined at a place near the Corvllis-Newport 

highway 12 miles east of Toledo and a total of 18 miles from the 

laboratory. ?ish were taken once from the Salmon Riv.r a distance 

of 5 miles from Yaquina. 

These are coastal streams flowing out of the Coast 

dango into the Pacific Ocean. They are heavily vegetated along 

their banks and the water is cold and weil suìliea with oxygen. 



Figure 3 

Capturing the test fish by seining. 
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The dayti sunìrr tern:erature rned from iÌ.t° 60 G, during 

the warret time of the day. The dissolved ogen was betwetn a and 

9 p.p.rn. On august 8, water f ronì the Yaquina river was exauined and 

found to have a pit of 7.. 

These strears pro'vided an adequate surply of fish for this 

study during the sw'ier. Chinook sa]iion and cutthroat trout were 

taken from the Yaquina and Salnion rivers with the Chinook pre- 

domint1rkg. Fogìrty and Bevcr creeks su plied silver salmor and 

cutthrot trout; the silver salmon were the more abundant, Of 2LL 

fish taken from Fogarty Creek on June 2 twenty-two were silver 

salmon and 2 were cutthroat trout. On July 2, trenty-two fish were 

seined from the same streai, 1L were silver salmon and b were 

cutthroat trout. 

Since the toxicity investigations were to be made uith 

fish of lengths ranging from 3 to iO centiieters, the ones within 

these limits only were taken. very few f Lsh of a length greater 

than 10 centiìeters were captured by seining. A cutthroat trout 

l3. cm. in length taken in Fogorty Creek was the largest fish 

seined. 

Chinook salmon were taken from the ponds left by the 

receding i11ainette :dve:r near Corvallis during March arid April. 

These fish averaged 3 to 3. cm. in length with some as large a.s 

7 cm. Approximately 70 fry were taken at Peoria landing south of 

Corvallis in 3 hours of seining on April 3. Iany of the small 

fish were able to escape through the l/I inch mesh of the seine. 



Figure 1. 

One of the many potholes left by the receding river following 
flood stage. Many young fish are trapped in these holes and 
eventually perish due to predators or evaporation of the water. 
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At a 1ter date, April 2L, approximately l7 young 

Chinook were taken in one hour 9t the s;ine location. These fish 

were within the sarre maximum and rninirriwti lengths, but on the 

average 'sere larger in size than those taken earlier in the month. 
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TRANSPORTATION 

A covered truck was used for transporting the fish to 

protect the containers from the sun. Due to the mountainous 

nature of the roads over vhich the fish had to be transported, a 

moderate rate of speed was found to be advritageous in preventing 

injury. The w.ost desirable speed was found to be from 2S to 30 

miles an hour, This errìitted the f ith to be taken to the lab- 

oratory in apProd.rate1y one hour from the most distant point at 

which they were captured. It also prevented the fish from being 

throvm against the sides of the containers with such force that 

they would suffer mechanical injury. 

Two trpes of containers were used in trn8porting the fish 

to the laboratory, A five gallon milk can with the lid loosely 

fitted in place was used at the beginning of the work and proved 

very satisfactory. Later it was found that more fish could be 

carried by using open containers. Ordinary galvanized tubs which 

were well seasoned or rinsed with a dilute acid were used. These 

provided a greater surface exposed to the air and the movement of 

the truck caused a constant agitation of the water. The inside of 

the tubs were padded with coarse vegetation obtained from the 

bank of the stream, This afforded protection when the fish were 

thrown against the sides of the containers and also retarded 

excess splashing. Coarse vegetation was selected in order to 

prevent gluing the fish. The nets were stretcted over the top 
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of the tubs to keep the fish from jumping or :eing thrown out of 

the tubs. As the water was splashed up on the net it constantly 

dripped back into the tub and thus aided in aerating the water. 

The tubs used 'were of gallons capacity and 'were usually 

filled three quarters full of clear water from the stream from 

which the fish were taken. The milk cans were filled 'well to the 

top. As many as 60 fish were carried in a milk can and up to dO 

fish were carried in a tub. 

Constant aeration was found to be unnecessary for the 

length of time the fish were iii transit, 'which seldom excc.eded 

one hour. Transportation ;as as successful whether no weter vas 

added in transit or whether fr;quent stops were made and fresh 

wter was added. This supply of 'water was always taken from the 

saine stream. as the fish and was added by pouring from a height of 

one to t'wo feet. This procedure exposes a greater surface of ater 

to the atmosphere and carries a dreater volume of air into the 

water in the container. 

The maximum time that fish were in transit «as dû minutes. 

on one occasion 9 silver salmon and cutthroat :ut 'were carried 

in a five gallon milk can for this length of time. No additional 

water was addc .d and no effort «as made to aerate the water. These 

fish on arrival showed no anparent ill effects. 

During December cutthroat trout were taken from the Oregon 

State Gaine Commission's Alsea hatchery to Yajuina without any losses. 
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The fish were carried 20 to each tub which was filled 3/ii full 

of water taken from the same ponds as the fish. No padding was 

placed in the tubs and no attempt to aerate the water was made, 

The distance travelled was approdtnately 70 milos. 

Leach (1939) reconmencs carrying not over 100 No. 3 

fingerlings (fish 3 inches in length) per 10 gallon milk can in 

which the water is well aerated and the temperature is held 

between 8.80 and 12,80 C 

The greatest temperature increase of the water during 

transporthtion was 2,I° C. At thìt time the temperature on 

arrival at Yaquina was 19.00 ce 



Figure 

The laboratory showing the bait tank and the outside troughs. 
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HOLDING 

The moat critical problem of the stur was devising 

mens of keeping alive sufficient numbers of mild fish in stock 

tanks through the initial hours of their captivity, until they 

became accustomed to their new surroundings. Tanks placed both 

inside and outside the laboratory were tried before a satisfactory 

stock tank ws obtained. 

Since the water supply is of vital importance in main- 

taming fish, the water system at the laboratory was renovated 

to provide a constant flo of clean spring water. The temperature 

of the water as it arrived at the laboratory was fairly constant, 

fluctuating between 13.00 C. at night to 16.5° C. in the hotteat 

afternoons. The oxygen content was apnroxlmately 10.0 parts per 

iiilion, varying slightly above or below this amount. The ph 

was fairly constant at 7.. The water was piped directly to each 

of the various holding tanks. 

Inside the laboratory attempts were made to hold the fish 

in three differeret types of containers or tan:z, glass ajuaria 

id inches by 9 inches by 9 inches and volume of 18 liters, glass 

jars 9. inches in diameter and 3 inches deep holding 2 liters, 
and metal tanks 72 inches by 21 inches by ii inchs, These metal 

tanks were painted inside with white hatchery paint, 

Outside the building wooden troughs were set up where 

they would be out of the direct rays of the sun during the warm 
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prt of the day. These troughs viere 90 inches by 13 inches and 

Ô inches deep, and were painted with hatchery paint. 

A bait tank such as those used to hold live hait on tuna 
fishing boats was eventually obtained and proved to he the most 

practíca]. stock tank for holding large numbers of fish. This tank 

was built of marine plywood and the dimensions ere b feet by c 

feet by 14 feet. There as a hatch 3 feet by 3 feet on the top. 

Except for the glass jars and the aquarii all the tanks 

were provided with drains near the bottom and a source of water 

available over their top. The dissolved ogen content of the water 

in which the fish were placed was maintained either by a constant 

flow of water spraying over the surface or ty the use of aspirators. 

As in the case with all wild animals when placed in cap- 

tivity these fish were easily frightened, and would swim headlong 

into the sides of their containers, This soon resulted in their 

death. Various means of preventing this were tried before any 

measure of success was achieved, Twenty-two fish mostly silver sai- 

mon placed in a well aerated a'uarium were found to he too crowded 

and within l hour .0 rreent of them had iied, most of them by 

starìpe.d.rÀg into the ide of the a4uari.wn. reaairÀder of them were 

transferred to the round jars, to fish in each jar, aacl the water was 

oygenated by spirathi. It «as thceuht that the curvature of the 

side of the jars and their smaller size would lessen the f rce of the 

impact when the fish s am into the side, The use of these jars de- 

creased the mortality but they were too small to hold large numbers 

of f ich. 



Figure 6 

A part of the interior of the laboratory- showing glass 

aquaria in a metal tank which served as a water bath. 
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Exoerientg were nade in holding the fish in the metal 

tanks in the labor?tory. Â constint flow of water was maintained 

by letting tì3e water pour into a beaker at one end of the tank 

cau$ing a splashing and turbulent effect, and draining out through 

a pipe wriich could be regulated in heiht at the midd1e of the 

tank. The other end of the tank 'ias covered with cloth to form 

a 8he1tr. It was observed that tne fish clustered around ti 

end of the tnk at which the water entered, heads pointed into the 

current but upon being frightened they took refuge under the covered 

end of the tank. Despite the care used in avoiding unneeesary 

and quick movements near the tanks there continued to be sorne 

mortality. 

Increased protection for the fich rias attcpted by padding 

both this tank and the troughs outside with moso, and later burlap 

was used in the troughs. Moss obtained frc the banks of 8. nearby 

streun was first washed free of all nud and wood particles and then 

banked around the sides of the t&iks in lona strits extending above 

the water level. then burlap was used, it vas sacured around the 

top and drawn tightly and tacked to the bottom a few inches in from 

the sides. dashed rocks were placed in the troughs to furnish re- 

cesses in thich the fish could hide. 

After meso was placed in the tank the fish apr;eared to 

be more content and for the first time would take insects that were 

dropped into the water, Nevertheless there continued to be some 

loses due to the fish becoming ereshed in the moss. The moss also 
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caused some gill Injuries. One of the larger trout was killed by 

becoming entangled in the moss :ith its mouth held open by a heaV 

stem of grass. Another disadvantage of moss was that it had to be 

replaced from time to time. 

The fish placed in the trouhs lined with burlap also 

suffred some mortality, several becare trapped in the lining and 

died. 

Further experimentation in devising means of making these 

holding tanks less harmful to the fish at the outset of their cap- 

tivity was unnecessary when a live bait tank was acquired from a 

tuna fishing boat. This tank was located so that a continuous 

flow of water could be maintained through it. The water was 

supplied by a rubber garden hose and entered the tank through the 

hatch on top which was left uncovered. The nozzle of the hose was 

adjusted to deliver a fine spray which spread the incoming ater in 

fine droplets over the 3urf ace of the water in the tank. Adding 

water in this nanner increased the volume of ir carried don into 

the ater and broke up the smooth surface of the water providing the 

fish with a f oria of cover. 

The i'ater volume in Uie tank was held at .he desired level 

by aajuting t.he drain pit'e. This pipe 5 feet in length came out 

one ide of the tank near the bottoit and extended upward parallel 

to the side. The end cf the pIpe could be moved through 90 degrees, 

thus keeping the water in te tar at :ny desired level, or com- 

pletely drain.ng the tank won the pipe 'tas entirely depressed. 
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The fish were renovd by a siort length of not aîtr the water 

level had been lowered. 

ith the installation of thi3 tank there were 
no furth9r 

losses of silver s&].rnon. However, Chinook ]iton and trout con- 

tinued to die -lt.houh they were hrndld in an identical anr-r 

as the silver aimrn. The reason for this rort.ü lty among these 

Iihes is believed to b du to the change in water between their 

nome stream and the water at the laboratory, These fishes açear 

to be less hardy :nd daptab1e under these conditions than are the 

s1ver sa1icn. During the wThter it was foind that cutthroat trout 

taken fron the trears in th irrrnediate vicinity of the 1aborthry 

rvived without any loss when placed in the water 9t the laboratory. 

The temperature difference between the water in which the 

fish were transported and the water in the stock tanks was so 

slight that gradually adjusting the temperature was not usually 

necessary. ith several difierent groups rf fish the stream w8.ter 

in wkiicn they were carried was gradua1i diluted aith atei iroi 

the laboratory to slwl aCCL&thrI them to the change in wtcr. This 

did not produce any marked change in 3urvival. 



BEHAVIOR 

As previously mentioned the fish when fit brought In from 

the streanis were extrene1y wild and easily frightened. This panic 

was brought about b any sudden or rapid movnents near them or when 

the light intensity was noticeably changec. ine I rightened fish 

warn rapd1y about frequently iiping c1r of t}e watar and eventually 
stunning themselves by swimning into the sides of the container. In 

this sthnrìed condition they would lose equilibrium, turn cn their 

back and settle to the bottom for short time until they regained 

tkeir normal posture. A lebs severe blow caused them to turn on 

their hack and swim in this position for a short tire. These periods 

uf violent activity invriab1i resulted in the death of several fish. 

The fish responded to a sudden change in light intensity 

when the lirhts were turned on or off by becoming highly excIted and 

stapeding. A -raduai change in light intensity caused no excite- 

rent. It was further observed that ìvhen the lights were turned on, 

the fish settled to the lower tart of the aquaria but when the lights 

were turned off they arose toward the surface. It ws earrìed f im 

the local fishermen that they prevented panic due to change in light 

intensity among their bait fish, anchovies, Engraulis iiiordax mordax 

Girard, y supplying a continuous light over the bait tank at all 

times. 
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This frenzied activity va citen started by one fish and 

was quickly taken up by the others in the tank. It would also 

occur at night after the room had been dark and the fish had been 

quiet for several hours. As the fish became acclimatized to their 

new environment they no longer reacted in this nanner. 

A marked change in the coloration of the salmon and trout 

took place in different situations. Those placed in the tank with 

the white painted interior in a few days took on a conspicuously 

lighter color. The ones held in a sea water solution became 

definitely dark green in color. 

Fish placed in glass jars that had half of the bottom 

black and the rest clear preferred to stay over the black part of 

the jar. Also, in tanks where a current of water could be maintained 

the fish were found clustered together and holding a position facing 

into the current. Then a cover was provided such as cloth over one 

end of the tank they would take refuge there when dist Lrbed. 

The fish reacted to an increase in temperature or a serious 

lowering of the oxygen content of the water by an increase in the rate 

of their respiration. The respiratory rate increased to 127 per 

minute in some cases. 

The {reatest mortality was usually encountered during the 

first few hours of captivity. It was found that the first 2L, hours 

were the most critical. 
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0f 23 fish that died from a single group, 22 were dead 

within 2L hours of the tine they were placed in captivity. The 

first 13 to die varied in length fro& 6.1 to h. cm. nd averaged 

6.6 cm. The next 7 to die were from 8.0 to 6.7 cm. and averaged 

7.3 cm. The last 2 raiged from. 8. to 7.2 cm. and averaged 7.8 cm. 

A second group suffered a loss of 22 fish, of this number 

were dead within the first 2h hours. These 1h varied in length 

irou 9.0 cm. to 3.9 cm. and averaged .8 cm. The next 8 fish that 

were lost ran!ed in length from 13.5 to .0 cm. and averaged 3.3 cm. 

Although some large fish died as quickly as did the smaller 

ones, it would seem that the smaller fish succumbed more readily 

than did the larger ones. To deïinitely establish this as a fact, 

however, it would be necessary to know the size of all the fish 

taken, and under t.he circumstances it was not advisable to make the 

neo es sary measurement s. 

Before the large holding tank was installed a high 

mortality was sustained by silver salmon as 'well as Chinook malmon 

and trout. After the installation of this tank the death rate of 

silver saLnon became practically negligible, but it was still 

impossible to hold, with any degree of success, Chinook saLeon and 

trout brought in from stre&ns at a distance from the laboratory. 

Cutthroat trout taken from the small streams in the immediate 

vicinity of the laboratory were kept vithout any difficulty during 
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the winter. This would indicEite thtt the sind]ïtrity of the rater 

from which the f!sh wore taken to the water in !ch they were held 

in the tank6, due to the prod.ity of their sources, was a factor in 

the survival of these trout. This factor of the siini].arity or 

ttssilUE.rity of water should probably he considered in any intro- 

duction of £ih Into a new strean. 

Caivaiba1i wae not a problem, probably because the fish 

vere well fed and they were of a fairly uniforiii size. Vtheu held in 

close auartcrs fish cf time sae size were placed together. It was 

observed that under such conditions the silver slmtcn wo.ild attaek 

trit vcn of equal size. One trout was found on its back and it 

bore a crccent tark on each side of its abdomen IndicatIng where it 

had been titten. Sraa]lcr fish were pursued by the larger mi1ver salnon. 

A dlvcr sa]inon of approxirrately 10 cc. in ienrtb in the rnet]. tank 

swallowed a smaller silver c1mon that was .3 cri. in length, the tail 

of which s protruding from the larger fshs mouth. le this fish 

was being caught it reotirgitated the pi ally devoured fish. This 

was the only incident of predation obcerved. SIlver slmon were the 

not rapacious of the species that, vere used in tÌis work. 
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Early attempts to feed the fish were unsuccessful due 

to their excitable conditii when enclosed in the corta rrs After 

the tank was lined with iiOSs the fish becate caLmer and would take 

dewinged flies ¿nd amphipods placed on and in the water. Clani meat 

and grc&ind beef ore also eaten but taea1 was refused. 

Tíe main item of food iployed was beach-hopper or 

ainphipods Orchestia traskiana Stimpson, identiiication was made 

by neans of the key by Light (l9Ll). They abound on the open sandy 

beaches near the laboratory. These marine crustaceans feed on sea- 

weed and are found in large nunbers during the evenin&; under piles 

of damp algae. They are easily obtained by gathering these piante 

in containers. They were fed to the fish by hoLLdin the opened 

container over the aquaria and allowing them to ju out into the 

water. 

To feed the fish in the large stock tank, a frame 

18 inches by 18 inches was made out or i inch by 3 inch boards. The 

bottom was of hardware cloth over which was secured two thicknesses 

of' cheese cich. This was filled with seaweed and suspended through 

the hatch into the tanx a few inches above the surface of the water. 

The amphipods gradually jumped out of this container into the tank, 

and were taken by the fish. ßecause the aiuphipod3 preíer moist 

surroundings thr slOwly made their way over the side levin; the 



Figure 7 

The bait tank showing the feeding tray 
suspended over the side. 



seaweed as it gradually dried out, and thus :nade it possible for the 

fish in the tank to take theirt before thr settled to the bottom. The 

fish in the stock tank were fed once or twice a day depending upon how 

eagerly they took the food. 
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SURVIVAL WITHOUT FOOD 

The standard procedure sugjeted for conducting toxicity 

t3t8 reqiires the aninai to be denied food for a period of 2L hours 

before submitting then to the test an also during its period of con- 

duct. The temperature has a direct bearing upon the food demands of 

all cold-blooded aninials, and at reduced temperatures feeding decreases. 

It was found that even when held near their upper temperature tolerance 

these salinonoid fishes could survive without food for considerable 

periods of time, and hence this was no obstacle in carrying ori these 

investigations. 

With reference to survival without food, the history of 

one silver salmon taken at the outset of the work is of interest. 

This fish, 7.0 cm. in length, was the one survivor of the first group 

of fish captured and as placed in a round glass jar. Since it rehised 

food offered during, the first two days of its captivity, it was decided 

to determine how lon. this specimen could live irithout food. The water 

was aerated constantly but not changed. The jar was cleaned occasion- 

afly with a glass aquarium cleaner. No precautions were taken for con- 

trollig the temperature, which fluctuated with that of the laboratory 

from lL.7° to 23.00 C., except that the jar was kept out of the direct 

rays of the sun. 
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In 3 days the dorsum of the caudal fin began to turn light 

in color and soon sloughed off. The fish progressively became darker 

in color. At a temperature of 22.00 C. and after starving for 20 days 

the respiration rate was 0 per rìinte. At the end of 36 days in the 

same water and without food this fish was found dead. At all times 

prior to its death the fish reacted in an entirely norna1 manner. Its 

lenth 'was 7.0 cm. and it 'cighed 3.8 graiis when it died. 
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VOLUME OF 'ATER REQUIRED PER FISH 

The mill effluents to be tested for the toxic effect upon 

aquatic life contain everai constituents that are extreriely unstable 

and volatile and so preclude any artificial aeration of the test 

solutions, Therefore, it w's necessary t discover the volunie and 

surface area of water that will absorb ufficent oxygen to sustain 

a fish, since in conducting the toxicity tests it bcoes xecessr' to 

depend entirely upon the absorption of oxfgen through the surface of 

the motionless water in the aquaria. 

A series of experinents were set up to determine this re- 

quirenent. The first of these was conducted with two well acclima- 

tized silver salmon, Each fish was placed in a glass jar type of 

container, the size of which has already been given, holding 2 liters 

of tap water. The temrerature range during the test ws from lLj.90 j 

22.2° C. The fish were fed daily. The water was not changed, but the 

jars were cleaned with an aquarium cleaning apparatus twice during the 

test. A thin oily 111m formed on the surface of the water the last 

few days of the test. The szilmon survived under these conditions for 

the durztion of the test which was )3 hours. The test animals appeared 

normal and displayed no abnorraal reactions under the test conditions, 

The rate of' respiration in the perioda of elevated temperature, which 

lasted for several hours in the late afternoon and early evening, was 

accelerated and varied from 90 to 127 per minute, depending upon the 

activity of the fish, 

The next test was set up identically to the previous one 

except that two silver salmon were hold in one jar. The temperature 

range was the saine. The test was continued for l88. hours and in 
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this time the fish cid not manifest any indications of oxygen de- 

f iciericy and at the conclusion they appeared nonna?. 

In the third trial, three silver salmon were introduced 

into one jar under conditions similar to the preceding ones, ith 

the exceptions that they were not fed arid the temperature as main- 

o tamed between 12.0 and 16. C. in a water bath. The 1enths of 

the fish were 9.6 ein., 9.8 cm., and 8.9 cm. At the end of 2 hours 

the test was interrupted and at this time the fish were entirely 

normal and gave no signs of oxygen deficiency. 

A more extensive test was made using 10 silver salmon 

pDced two in a jar. The fish were not fed. The temperature was 

controlled by a water bath and fluctuated from 13° to C. The 

dissolved oxygen was 10.0 p.p.m. at the beginning of the test. At 

the end of hours one fish was in ciiistress, swimming about the jar 

on its hack. The dissolved oxygen s determined to be p.p.m. 

This fish was replaced by another salmon which reacted nonnally 

throughout the remainder of the test. The experiment lasted for 

17O. hours and all the fish appeared in good condition at the conclu- 

sion. 

A final oxygen test usine these jars was performed by 

placing 5 silver salmon in one jar. The fish were not fed. The 

temperature varied between l!.90 and 22.2° C. The sizes of the fish 

were - No. 1 (c cm.), No. 2 (6.9 cm.), No. 3 (6.o cm.), No. ) 

(ô.? cm.), and No. (6. cm.). The first indications of distress 

due to oxygen deficiency was exhibited by the largest fish after 17.5 

hours. In approximately 27.5 hours this fish was dead. 
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The diminution of diso1ved oxygen to the critical point 

is readily perceived by the characteristic actions of the fish. The 

symptoms are a highly accelerated rate of respiration, 176 per minutes 

in one instance, arid with the mouth near the surface gulping air the 

hod is held almost perpendicular to the surface of the water. There 

are periods of vigorous activity followed by longer periods in which 

the fish is more quiescent hut never completely at rest. At death, 

the gill filaments appear pale, somewhat brown in color, and the oper- 

cula and mouth are open. 

The remaining four fish continued to show symptoms of oygen 

dficincy. Th seconi fish died after pproximately hours. The 

third one succumbed at the end of ¿j9 hours. By the end of d hours the 

tfO survivIng fish appeared to be norral and showed no signs of lack 

of oxygen. However, at the conclusion of 63 hours the fourth fish 

died. The last fish vas held in the same jar for a total of 163 hours 

at which time the test was complAted. This fish displayed no ill- 

effects as a result of the experiment. 

To facilitate the testing of the fish it was believed advis- 

able to conduct the tests in th rectangular glass aquaria. They have 

a volume of 18 liters and the water presents a surface area of 162 

square inches. Five silver salmon within the size 1iits indicated for 

the teots were introduced and held for different lengths of' tiie and 

at slight variations in temperature. They were not fed. 

At a temperature of 11.O0 to lö.00 C. and an initial dis- 

solved oxygen content of 10.0 p.p.m. the fish appeared normal after 

1j5 hours and the oxygen had hen reduced to 5.2 p.p.rn. 
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A second trial in which tue dissolved ox,gen at the begin- 

ning was 9.8 p.p.rtI. and the temperature s held at 1)4.0° to 17.00 C. 

showed a decrease in oxygen to p.p.m. after 28 hours at which time 

the experiment was interrupted. 

A test -ias then conducted under identical conditions except 

that it was continued for 5 days. The temperature was allowed to 

fluctuate beteen 114.0° and 17.0° C. The initial oxygen content of 

the water was 9. p.p.m. nd at the conclusion of the tet it ;as 5.b 

p.p.m. The fish appeared healthy throughout the experiment and 

showed no adverse after effects. 

Tiìese experiments deronstrated that the toxicity teste 

could be performed by testing two fish in a jar holding 2 liters of 

the test solution or 5 fish in a rectangular aquaria containing ib 

liters of the solution, without fear of the test animals dying from 

want of oxygen for the duration of the tests which lasted f rom to 

120 hours. 
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OXIGEN REQUIit1MENTS 

In order to establish the amount of oxygen necessary to 

sustain the life of these fish and the quantity of oxygen consumed 

by them in a given time, two test8 were made. Each fish was tì«ntly 

seuled in a screw top glass ar containing 1800 ml. of tap water, 

The jar8 were filled and closed under water to avoid canturing air 

bubbles. The dissolved oxygen was determined at the beginning and 

end of the test. The temperature was controlled by a water bath. 

Two silver simon were used in the first test, No. i was 

(.s.3 cm. and t.36 g. - No. 2 was 5.d cm. and l.2 g. The temperature 

ranged between 1L.5° and 16.50 C. The dissolved oxygen of the water 

at the start of the experiment was 10.2 p.p.m. In 2a.7 hours, Fish 

No. i was in distress arid had turned on its back. Up until this time 

this fish ap.eared norriial. This fish died after 2L1 hours and 5 

minutes in the jar. The dissolved oxygen at the time of death was 

2.1k p.p.m. 

The second fish did not show any signs of disfress after 

being in the jar for 33 hours and. 10 minutes. The following morning, 

seven hours later it was found dead. At that time the oxygen was 

measured and found to be 2.14 p.p.m. 

The test suecimens for the second trial of this experiment 

included a silver salmon 9,3 cm, and 9.2 g. and a coastal cutthroat 

trout 9.7 cm. and ¿3.8 g. The procedure was identica]. with the prvious 

test. The temperature range was 13.5O to i14.5° C. The dissolved 

oxygen t the beginning was 10.0 p.p,m. After 8 hours and 15 minutes 

the trout was displaying sorne activity by swimming atout in the tper 

part of the jar. In 13.5 hours the trout died. The oxygen content 
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had be.n lowered to 2.1 p.p.m. 

The iiver salmon did not show any tigris of distress 

until after 9. nurs at which tiìe it ws observed swimming ith 

its mouth ner the top of the jar. This ws followed y a period 

of activity, then the sa1worì cettlod to t bottor for a tiir.e. At 

tLe end of 11.5 hours the salori died. Th dissolved cygn was 

2.0 p.p.i. 

All of t'e lieb cued îlth tdeir gill covers and nouths 

wide agape, arid the gill f ilnents bere blanched. 



TABLE i 

SURVIVAL TU IN CLOSED CONTAINUS 

D.O. D.O. 
Fish Length Weight Survival Time Start Conclusion Temperature 

centimeters grains minutes p.p.rn. p.p.m. OC 

Silver salmon 8.3 L.36 1i95 10.2 2.b lIi.5° to 
Silver salmon 5.8 1.82 1980 approx. 1'3.2 2.1k 1LL.5° to 16.5° 

Cutthroat trout 9.7 8.80 510 10.0 2.1 13.5° to 
Silver salmon 9.3 9.20 690 10.0 2.0 13.5° to 

-3 
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OflGtIN ABSOIPTION BY THE VATìR 

The amount of oxygen dissolved in the water is one of 

the factors that deteiriines the survival of the fish, A minimal 

of p.p.m. is recommended by Ellis (l9J.6) in order to su;port a 

varied aquatic population. These expriments demonstrate that the 

effects of ari oxygen deficiency become apparent at approximately 

3 to ! p.p.n. depending upon the species. 

As these experiments were conducted in such a manner 

tha.t the su ply of oxygen must of necessity be replenished entirely 

by surface absorption, the oxygen was dissolved in the water in 

accordarce with Henrys law. In the process of solution of gases in 

lLjuids, temperature, pressure and the character of the solvent and 

the solute are the factors determining the concentration of the gaa. 

Oxygen is dissolved in the upper layer of water which be- 

comes saturated and an equilibrium is established when the oxygen 

tension in the water equals the partial pressure of the oxygen in 

the air. At this point the number of oxygen molecules entering 

through the surface of the water are equal to the number leaving the 

surface. Under these circumstances in which there are no currents 

present in the watr, the oxygen is dispersed throughout the liquid 

by the slow process of diffusion. 

Because oxygen does not react chemically with water its 

solubility in this medium decreases Qith an increase in temperature, 

anc incre;ses with a lowering of the temperature. Temperature plays 

an equally important part with pressure in determining the amount of 

a gas absorbed. 
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The quantity of a gas dissolved in a 1i1uid is in direct 

proportion to the pressure mien the terniieratnre is constant. &xygen 

is slightly soluble in water and at ?OO C. and one atmosphere res- 

sure aF.proxi'te1y 3 n1. vi11 dissolve in loo fr1. of water. If the 

pressure is increased to two atnospheres nearly 6 n1. will be iisolved. 

However, as Gtman and Daniels (1937) point out it should be noted 

that the volume of a gas dìsoìved in a liquid is independent of 

pressure because the weight of the gas dissolved increases directly 

as the pressure but the voiu!ne increases inversely as the pressure 

hence these two factors off-set each other. 

Air is not a simple gas but Is composed of several con- 

stituents, t ie main two being ogen and nitrogen. Dry .ir taken at 

sea level is made up of approimateIy 20.95 percent by volume or 23.2 

percent by weight of oxygen and 79.02 percent by volume or 76. per- 

cent by weight of nitrogen. each s is absorbed nearly independently 

of the presence of other gases therefore since oxygen is almost twice 

as soluble as nitrogen the proportìon of ocygen in the dissolved air 

is more abundant than that in the air above the surface of the water. 

Air, oxygen, and nitrogen, under standard cond itioris, dissolve in 

water, at one atmosphere presscre and at the given terrperature, in the 

anounts recorded in fahle 2 as taken from the Handbook of Chemistry 

and Fhysics (Hodgman, 19h?). 

In determining to some degree the rapidity with which water 

absorbs ogen under the experimental conditions the following test 

as carried out. Tap water as coiled vigoros1y for O minut's in a 

loosely covered vessel in which ere 5ubrnerged two water sample flasks. 



Temperature 

OC. 

O 

10 

's 

20 

25 

30 

TABLE 2 

SOLUBILITY OF GASES IN WATER 

o 
Gas reduced to O C. and 760 min. 

(as taken frani the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics) 

Air 
Percent oxygen 

nilJi000 nl. in dissolved air 

29.18 3L4.91 

25.68 3Li.69 

22e84 3b.L7 

20.55 3L.25 

18.68 31.i.03 

17.08 33.82 

33.60 

Oxygen 

mu/1000 ml. g/I000 g. 

8.69 O.O69ì5 

L2.87 0.06072 

38.02 0.05368 

31.15 o.0W302 

31.02 O.0j.339 

28.31 0.03931 

26.08 0.03588 

Nitrogen 

nil/l000 aLl. g/1000 g. 

23.5!j. O.O29I2 

20.86 0.02600 

18.61 0.02312 

16.85 0.02085 

i5.)5 0.01901 

1L.3b 0.01751 

13.L2 O.0162ì 

4:- 

o 
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At the end of 30 minutes one flask was closed while still wholiy 

imrersed, then after cooling to hO0 C. ws tested for dissolved 

oxygen. At the end of 60 minutes the other flask was similarly 

closed and tested. Then approximately two liters of the boiled water 

was carefully dipped into a jar of the usual type and placed in a water 

bath. 

The dissolved oxygen of the water before boiling wa 10 p.p.m. 

Pitar boiling for 30 minutes it was 2.8 p.p.m. and at the end of 60 

minutes the oxyen had decreased to O.b p.p.m. By the time the water 

had cooled to L0.O C. and pressure of 76h..5 mm. as recorded by an 

aneroid barometer, the dissolved oxygen had increased to h.h p.p.m. 

Following a priod of 30 hours at which time the termerature was 

13.0 C. and. the pressure was mm., the dissolved oxygen was 

found to be 3.8 p.p.m, ith no perceptible difference between samples 

taken by means of a pipette from the surface and from the bottom of 

the jar 2 inches below the surface. 

An attempt to supersaturate the water was made by slowly 

bubbling U.S.P. medical oxygen into 2 liters of tap water. A slightly 

smaller round glass jar was filled with water and inverted inside a 

regular jar and the o'gen bubbled through the water, eventually dis- 

placing the water in the inverted jar. This i.ermitted the oxygen to 

pass through the water and also held an atmosphere of pure oxygen over 

the surface of tb.e water. After hours of slowly bubbling the oxygen 

into the water the gaseous oxygen in solution had increased from 10.1 
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to 19.0 p.p.m. at a temperature of 8.° C. At this time the flow of 

the gas was stooped and the upper jar re!noved. Seventeen hours later 

o 
with a temperature holding at .S C. the oçrgen content was 17.0 p.ç.m. 

A cutthroat trout vas then introduced into the jar and dis- 

played no abnormal behavior for a period of b hours that it was uxxier 

observation. However, ¿j6 hours later this fish was found dead and was 

well covered by an extensive and heavy growth of fungus. 
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Figure 8 

Inside view of part of the laboratory showing the metal tanks 
holding the glass aquaria and the tabi on which the chemical 
analyses were made. 



HEAT EFFECT 

Tmpertture pinys an added role in the welfare of the 

fish to that of infiuencingthe anto'int of ogeri dissolved in water 

by also governing their body temperature. The body temperature of 

poikilothermic anina1s conforms to that of their sìn-rounding. u'd 

(i9hS) states that most fresh water cold-blooded aniia1s maintain a 

o 
t:' 

O 
body temperature of 0.1 to .O .. and above the iedurn in wiuch they 

live, 1though some are reported to have temperatures that are íigher. 

Mtabo1ic processes creìte this beat. A decline in the environmental 

temperature resi1ts in a decre&se in the etabo1ic rate cf these 

animals, while a raise cf 10.00 C. within the animals tomp6rature 

tolerance increases te metabolic rate, or rate of development of the 

young, by two ta three times, 'ard (l9l). 

A study of the effect of teiperature on fingerling sockeye 

salmon, Cncorhynchu5 nerka (Walbaurn) made at the University of wash- 

ington by Donaldson and Foster (l90) revealed that they were unable 

to live for longer than a few dais in an environment of c. t 

21.00 c. they were barely able to maintain themselves, and in water o 

22.8° C. the fish lost -eight and suffered considerable mortality. 

By lowering the water to a temperature rango of 11. 70 to 16.60 ç the 

growth rete end utilization of food was improved, When the temper- 

o o 
ature was furtner lowered to range of 7.0 to u.O C. the rate of 

growth was retarded and a low food conversion resulted. Also, it was 

reported by Doudoroff (l9ii2) in his work on marine fish that the in- 

dicetions are that if fish survive at a given high temperature for 2) 

hours, they will be able to survivo indefinitely either at that temper- 

ature or one or two degrees lower. 



e to th profound effect that the 'iater temperature has 

upon the iietaboiisrn and activity o1 tiv fish, it is required that the 

artha1s used in the toxicity tests be held at a cinstant temperature 

O st1Drior to that at which th .. test solutions are to be nain- 

tamed. The f ih inuat be 3ubjected to this teiiperature for an interval 

of 2ti. hours previois ta being olaced in the tet. This is a precaution 

to b certain thst the speciivens re accustond to the tewp rature 

ranges experienced in the test, and also denionstrates their capacity 

for surviving at such temperatures, and further lt is of value in ehm- 

mating unhealthy fish. 

Since the Lests were to be carried on at a maximum tempera- 

turo of aporoximately lb. 00 s. there was no difficulty in holding the 

silver salmon at the prescribed temperature. In order to find the 

upoer temperatire tolerence of these fish a jar holding two liters of 

water nd containing two silver salmon was radua1ly heated in a vater 

beth. The lengths of the ±ish were, No. 1. (3.h en.), No. 2 (9.8 cm.). 

The initial tenerture was l8.° C. The dissolved. oven was 10.0 p.p.m. 

For the first hour the temperature ras raised at the rate of shout 

2.00 c. every i nhrmte8. During the first few degrees raise in tenp- 

erature the fish were quiet but at 2t.7° C. they hecaiie active, swim- 

ming near the surface and occasionally jumping clear of the water. At 

C. the larger fish escaped from the jar id landed in the ter 

bath. It was inmediatdy replaced as no difficulty as encountered in 

catching it .dthout a net. The fish felt relaxed and limp when held 

in the hend. After being in the test for 60 minutes and at a temperature 

of 26.7° 0. the fish were still active but were easily cauht. 



From this point on the temperature wa inerasd more 

slowly. The f ih hecarre less active and quietly mmoved about in the 

jar in a normal rnnner when th temperature reached 23.L° after 

115 rinute of the test the larger fish began to lose its balance and 

roil ori to its side. In this position it held its mouth to the surface 

but in a short time Lt turned comp1teiy on its back. The heat ms re- 

moved from the water bath and the temperature in the jar was cooled 

to 28.20 G. The smaller fish connced to show s,yptorn of distress 

117 minutes after the test started and 3 iinutes later it was dead. 

The dissolved ogen was 6.2 p.p.m. 

The other fish was still on its back d bresthing. It was 

trsnsf erred from this water having a terperatiire of 28.20 G. directly 

into vater of l4. C. in order that the affect of such a marked change 

in temperature could be observed. The £sh at once regained its normal 

position hut re!nied very sluggish and could be readily cauLht for a 

time without struggling to esespe. 

Fish No. 3 (9.2 cm.) of the same species was removed from 

o o 
water of C. arid placed immediately into the warm water of 27.Lm C. 

It appeard normal except thst it frepmently care to the surface and 

gulped air. Fifteen minutes after this fish was added to the water the 

eperiment wets discontinued and the rater ws allowed to assune room 

temperature. 

Five hours later both fish appeared norital but they were 

sluggish and easily caught. At this time aeration of the water v:as 

8tarted using aspirators. Twenty-three hours foilorìng the conclusion 

0±: tk je test Fish No. 2 was having ìifficu1ty keeping its normal position. 

%ithín four hours it veas on its side and stayed in this position for an 



hour before ouplete1y losing its halnce Rnd turning on its hack. 

This i1,iton died 3O. hours .3íter being placed in the cold water. The 

thìrd f isb continued slugih for a tiie hut survived. 

Several silver salmon were subjected to ôrast.tc temperature 

cìrges by trnsferrin?; them from the holding tank at 19. 
° 

C. t10 

water of different elevated temteratures, iater WI th an initial dis- 

solved oygeï content of 9.2 p.p.m. was heated in a water bath to 

C. which caused decrease in the supt1y of oxygen to 7.8 p.p.m. 

After allowing the water to cool to 3d.° C. one silver salron was 

introduced into the jar. The fish was 9, 2 cm. In length and weighed 

7.8 grams. The fish died immediately. The fins aere extended and the 

body vrac rigid. 

when the 'water was at C. a fish 8.3 cm. long, weighing 

f;.3 g. was placed in the water. It urvIved for 1. minutes and died 

in a maruter similar to the first one. 

The third fish was placed in a jr at a temperature 01' 
300 C. 

Its strvival time as riinutes and thù' fish died wIth it body re- 

laxed end fins held close to the body. The fish was 7.ö cm. in length 

and .O g. in weight. 

The fourth salmon as 'ut in the jar then the water temper- 

atre had cooled to 2.0° C. The size of this fish was U.f cm. and 

L,3 g. The dissolved oxygen was 7.2 p.p.m. This fish displayed no 

visible signs of distress and was still alive and active after hours 

cf observation. 

A somewhat comparable experiment vas made at reduced temper- 

atures. To silver a1mon were the test animals, i0. i (7.L cm.) and 

io. 2 (.3 cm.), The lish were placed in a jar which was inenesed in 

ice and the temperature ;as rodced to L. 20 C. in one hour. The rate 
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of resiration becaie slower and the fish were less active and 

readily taken by hand, in other respects they appeared normal. 

No, 3 (6.3 cm,) was taken from water having a temperature 

of 23.30 C. and placed in the cold water the temperatire of thich was 

2.3° C. it immediate reaction was to turn on its side but juickly 

righted itself. 
Fish No. i as transferred from the cold water to ater of 

23.30 0. The only adverse effect o! this extreme change in the 

temperature of its surroundings was to cause the fish to becorae tor- 

pin arid experience difficulty in holding its normal poSitiox2. 

Fish No, 2 was transferred from the cold 'water to water of 

16.00 C. This change in its environntal temperature caused no 

noticeable effect. 

Fish No. 1 (!.9 cn.) was taken from the jar at 16.00 and 

placed in the cold water wich was being held at 2.3e This salmon 

did not appear to suffer from this change in its environment and appeared 

to be more active than fish No. 3 wh,ic was in the saflie jar. 

Two and on-'ial hours after this interchange of spcíens 

they were all alive and normal in appearance. Fish No. 3 was s uil 

sluggish in its acton and could be caught and held without it exert- 

Ing nuch effort to escape. There was no nortality from this test. 

It is reported by Âiì (l93) that a sudden increase or de- 

crease of teziperature of lU.0 to 17.00 0. are not fatal for most 

species of fish except when these variations ¿. '' e near the limits of 

the temperature range tolerated by the fish. He attributes death to 

cramps, that is paralysis of the heart and respiratory muscles. 

}y-tensjve terperaturo changes prove more dangerous to fry than to 

fingerlings. 
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ANESTHESIA 

The use of other (dJ.ethyi ether) for quieting fish to 

facilitate hnd1iig them was învetigated by Griffiths, Webb and 

Schneider (19140) at Oregon State College. They found that 1.5 per- 

cent aqueous solution of ether anesthetized trout in 14 to 90 seconda. 

Urethane (ethyl carbainate) had also been used as an anesthetic for 

a:ivatic animals. It ha the advantage of being more easthj handled 

and less volatile than ether. Tests to determine the effectiveness 

of different concentrations in anesthetizing fish of the size to be 

used in this investigation wore carried out. 

A 5 percent aqueous solution as prepared by dishoiving 10 

grams of urethane in 190 ml. of tap vater. This concentration was 

found to be too strong. Pfter being in the aolution 10 seconds the 

fish lost their equilibrium. and turned on their sides. In iS seconds 

they had roiled en their backs and in sorne cases respiration became 

very weak or ceased entirely. 

Two fish that failed to respond when returned to fresh 

water wore placed on the table and in a short time they began to show 

slight niovements. They were again placed in fresh water and in a few 

minutes they appeared to be completely normal. 

The 5 percent urethane solution was diluted to provide a 

1.25 percent solution, This strength rolsxed the fish sufficiently 

in 15 seconds so that they could be readily weighed and measured. In 

30 seconds they lost their ejuilibriurn and turned on their sides. The 

one left in the anesthesia 60 seconds lost its equilibriun completely 

and was on its back. Ten seconds in the solution was not long enough 

to reimx the fish to the point where they could be handled with ease. 

These fish when returned to fresh dater showed no permanent abnormal 



so 

effccts, It required about 30 seconds to measure the fish on the 

measuring hoard. eirhìng the fish in a beaker al water 8C2Th to be 

the most practical cethod of carrying out this operation since it is 

less hariful to the fish, 



TABÍ. 3 

8ILVR aroN SUJSGED TO 5 URETHA $OLUTICN 

Bi ! !! '° 

centi- 
Ntera gra scc.nd Conì8 

*7, 3.9 10 died 
6.0 2.0 5 difd 
;.3 1.6 4O died 
71 3J4 30 lOdO 
6.6 3.0 3) died 
6,9 3*3 i; i2O 
6.2 2,9 1 3)O 
7.9 14.9 15 960 
5.9 L? 1 300 

1200 
8.3 5.6 1! 1200 
6.14 .5.6 15 120 
9.3 7.ô. 10 1420 

*Thj fish w held out of atr for 90 econd. 



TABLE 1 

SILVER SAIJLON STJB.ThCTEI) TO 1. 2 PERCENT URET1{NE SOLUTION 

Length et Time in Solution Time to return to Normal 

centi- 
meters grans seconds seconds 

2,0 10 rio record 
6.8 2,7 10 0,0 

1.9 iS 0,0 
S.S 1.5 15 0,0 
5.9 1.9 15 no record 
7.0 2.9 15 90 
6.0 2.5 15 0.0 

*7,5 iS no record 
5.3 l.L 20 0.0 
7.0 3.3 30 ¿40 

7.6 3.7 30 60 
7.3 3.9 35 60 
6.9 2.7 ¿45 150 
7,0 3.1 60 168 

fish were held out of water for 120 seeond. They swam 
on their sides when first returned to fresh water but quickly 
regained the normal position. 



SURVIVAL IN URETHANE SOLUTION 

The advisability of transporting the fish in water that 

contained an anesthetic to quiet them in the trango surroundings 

was considered in the early part of the work, The solution of ure- 

thane would have to be of a concentration that would be effective 

and at the gaiie time he nuild enough not to kill the fish for the 

length of time they would be exposed to it, Tests were made to 

learn the strength of solutions that the fish could tolerate for a 

period of tine. 

Two liters of O. percent solution in a cylindrical glass 

jar was prepared into which two silver salmon b.8 cm. and 7.8 cm. in 

length were introduced. The test solution was kept at a temperature 

of lL.° to 15.00 c. and was not aerated. The larger fish began to 

have difficulty maintaining its nornal position after l. minutes in 

the solution, in 3 minutes it had turned. on its side and in minutes 

it rolled on its hack. In this position it swain about for a ti-me but 

at the end of hO minutes it had ceased to make any progress and there 

was only a slight undulating motion in the tail region. Respiration 

was strong, slow and rhythmic. After 7 minutes in the solution the 

fish was transferred to well aerated fresh water. Its respiration 

was still slow and regular but it hd become much weaker. 

The smaller fish did not begin to show effects of the 

chemical until exposed to it for 7 minutes, when it conenced to have 

difficulty in retaining its stability. In 30 minutes the fish had 

rolled on its side and was swiiming actively about the jar. At the 

end of minutos the swimming activity had ceased, and respiration 

was strong but slower. After 60 minutes in the solution the fish was 

placed in fresh water. This salmon had at no time been so effected that 



lt conp1ete1y 1ot its euiIibrlu and. turned on its 

Both of tn test specicns re tthofly r1axd er re- 

rnoved troia the urethane o1ution. They eoan regained the norriial 

position and 21 hours later appeared comr.lete1y recovered. 

This chenica]. hs a depressing effect upon the rcspiration 

of the fish, After being in the solution for a tìae the respiration 

bcoes progressively weaker and sloer. Upon being placed in fresh 

water the respiration i diately becaìe stronger but remained slow 

for a tbe The anestÌesia quickly impairs the ability of the fish 

to hold it nor1 wsitton. 

The above descri -ed test ww repeated using four silver 

salmon of the followliw lengths, No, i (e.' cii.), No. 2 (6.S cn.), 

14o, 3 (7.0 cri.) wl No. ¿. (7. cm.). The temperature 'as held between 

13.20 anì 13.d0 c. Th fish reacted in the sa mannr as those in 

the previous test. ìithin l. minutes any one of them couli be easily 

caught by hand and handled m tte viere completely relaxed. The 

allest of the group howod distress after 3 minutes, and ail were 

strugglin to preserve their balance at the end of t minutes. Emil- 

ibriurn would be lost ard the fish rould swim about the jr in a roll- 

ing motion or on their backs for a time nd then regain their normal 

position. The longer the fish were in the solution the thorter becarne 

the periods in thich they helu the upright position. The l:.rgest fish 

was able to withstand the effects of the elzermlcal for ¿reater time 

than were the others. ien the fish had been on their heck ;(or- a tiae 

and had stoc'ed ìoving about the jar and the respiration had beme 

feeble, they flere transferred to fresh water. 

After 90 mInutes the ulst fish removed. Fish No. 2 



and No. 3 were transferred at 102 i4nutes and Fish No, b was placed 

in fresh water after 1O minutes in the test solution, On being 

returned to fresh water the reiration irmtediately became noticeably 

stroner, and the fish labored to return to their normal position. 

In the case of No. i this was accomplished in 7 3ninutes In fresh water 

but it was ti11 sluggish alter i hour. No. 2 and No. 3 required 2 

minutes to restabliah their balance. It was not îossible to carry 

out the sanie observations on Fish ho. L. 

However, 12 hours later the effects of the urethsne had 

entirely disappeared and ail specimens bere active and difficult to 

catch. Following observation for L48 hours in which no abnorna1ity 

was evident these fish were ret';rned to the stock tank. 

A further test was undertaken in which the fish were sub- 

jected to a less concentrated solution for a longer period of time. 

This experiment was set up the sanie as the previous ones. A strength 

of O.2 percent urethane was prepared. Four silver salmon varying in 

size from 6. cm.. to LO cm. were used. The temperature fluctuated 

o o 
betveen i; to C. 

The flsh were active during the iirt minuto but then be- 

came quiet, At 17 minutes they were holding the normal position and 

s1ov1y swimming about the circumference of the jar. At this time they 

could be handled without struggling. The first irìdic:tion of distress 

ctiinie after minutes but it was not very pronounced, and they did not 

begin to have trouble maintaining their position until after 297 

minutes. All had turned on their sides at 27 minutes and were moving 

about the side cf the jar ith their mouths held toward the surface. 

When the test had continued for 6147 minutes the salmon were still in 



motion, nd respiration reni1r rtd strong. 

At thiz tinie one fish was i>1ced in fresh water. It be- 

cane very active, wit" .. ing rapidly on its side in srn11 circ1s. 

Thirty ìninutes later it ws quiet nd norwt1 but was easily taken by 

hand. After 10 hours it was thoroughly normal and could be cuc,ht 

only by usin net. The rP.rnaining fish continued to swim 3lowiy 

about, the jar. 

The second fish was reroved to fresh water after a period 

of 1307 minutes in th,? solution. It responded in a manner comparable 

to the first one transferred, and regained Its nona1 balance in 1 

minutes. 

The other to fish were still slowly moving about the jar 

on their sides when the test ws discontinued, these a1mon had been 

exnosed to the anesthetic for a total of 1817 minutes. The 2 fish 

that had been removed earlier shored no unfavorable effect8 of this 

test. 
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EFFECT OF SWNK cABAGT LEAVES 

Vhi1e the atternrt was being made to hold stocks of fish 

in the ov.tdoor troughs, skirnk cabbage, sichitun aniericanum St. J., 

as identified from Gilkey (1936), and aider branches were placed on 

top of the water to provide cover for the fish. In the trough con- 

taming the skunk cabbage all of the fish died. A test of the poison- 

ous e1.fect o this plant on fish was made by subjecting a weil seasoned 

i1ver salmon to a solution of the extract of the plant. 

A single largo leaf of skunk cabbage was crushed b hand 

and all .o Ned to soak in one liter of cold tap water for minutes. The 

water was then strained through a piece of rnuslin and diluted to two 

liters. The color of the solution we a light yellowish green. The 

ph was 7.0 determined colorimetrically. The temperature wes l9.0 C. 

The salmon was introduced luto the SolUtion. The only 

noticeable change in the fish was a greatly increased rate of respir- 

ation, up to iLO per minute, soon after it was placed in the solution. 

It lived for apprcximetely 100 minutes. The temperature of the 

solution at the time it dieci was 22,00 C. 



SALINITY 

The expanding industrialization of this region and the 

establishment of industrial plants along the coast raises the jues- 

tiori of the effect of pollution upon marine life in the coastal 

waters. Since rnost sa1ìonoid fishes are anadromous during sorne phase 

o! their life cycle they Will corne in contact with such conditions 

in their migrations as ìe11 as while in the fresh water. To obtain a 

thorough understanding of the effect of pollution upon the fisheries 

resources, it will be necessary to conduct biological assays of such 

ocean waters, Results of such tests will undoubtediy v.ry from those 

carried out in fresh wter due to the more complex chemical makeup of 

oceìn water and its interaction with the substances in the industrial 

wastes. 

It has bean a procedure of long standing in fish hatcheries 

to treat fungused fish with a strong solution of sodium chloride. The 

fish are allowed to remain in the solution until they exhibit signs 

óf distress and are then removed. 

The following experiments were performed by substituting 

sea water for the salt soiuticn. The two salmon species used as test 

animals are inadromous while sorne members of both species of trout 

migrate to the sea. In all cases the migration takes place early in 

life, Wany of the Chinook salmon go out to sea earlier than members 

of the other three species. The silver salmon usually spend the first 

year of their lives in fresh water streams and. those taken in Fogarty 

Creek were seined within a few hundred yards of the surf. 

Cons eently, it was thought that these fish could live in 

fairly high concentration of sea water. The first silver salmon 



oxposd t.o sa ter takn from the by was soon in distress and 

turned on it back, but cuickiy revived when rep1ced in fre$h water. 

SoThutions of c3iíferent concentrations by volume of sea and 

tp water were prepired and ìt in the round jars In uantities of two 

liters each. Then first prepared th diso1ved oeygen content of each 

of the solutions was found to b 9. 2 n.p.m. The s1inity of th sea 

wter taken from the by was 29.1 0/00. Jar No. i contained ¶O per.- 

cont sea water, the salinity of this solution ws l).8 o/oo. Jar No. 2 

contained 3 percent sea water. Jar No. 3 held a solution of 2S per- 

cent sea wter. Jar No. Ì contained a concentrtion of 15 percent sea 

water. These solutions were aerated continuously during the tests y 

means of an aspirator, but no endeavor wìs made to maintain a constant 

temperature ;;hich varied from 13.90 to 20.90 G 

Silver salmon were used as experimental nima1s and the 

majority of them were infected to a greater or lesser degree by fungus. 

Four fish were ut into each jar except Thr No. l. 
in which fish were 

placed. t the outset the ones in Jar No. 1 were iore active than 

those in the other concentrations. However, in a short tIme all were 

normal in their behavior and there s no visible irritation caused by 

the soa water. 

The jars were covered vith hardware cloth to prevent the 

fish from jumping out. On the edge of each cover a small piece, 

approrlinately 1 inch by 0.5 inches had been removed to permit the 

passage of the rubber tube from the asDirator. Fourteen hours after 

the fish were plced in the solutions two sLmon from Jar No. 3 were 

found dead on the table. They had leaped through the opening in the 



cover. They were replaced by two fish which had shown heavy fungus 

infection brought out by the 2L hour tempering period. One of these 

fish had the caudal fin almost entirely destroyed, and the other had 

te cuda1 fin o heavily infcted with fungus th t lt assumed the 

appearance of a graí tuft. The infections exterded anteriorly to the 

base of thG a&Lpose fin0 

The fish di8played no visible abnornalities after 38 hours 

in the test so1utìon But at this time the wster was beginning to 

take on a mur or iiiI appearance and the bubbles clung to the sur- 

face of the wtor above the aspirator before breaking, 

The replscenent added Jar No. 3 that had the tuft-like 

growth of fungus cornnenced to exhibit difficulty in keeping its bal- 

ance and within the hour it had died. This fish died after 25 hours 

in the salt solution probably e reeult of of the fungus 

which was no longer visible, There were reddish colored spots extend- 

ing anteriorly along the fish ' s body to the base of the anal fin. This 

condition could be brought about by the action of the see water in 

the solution which would, because of its various salts, have a greater 

osmotic pressure than the body fluids of the fish. The external 

covering of the fish being penetrated by the fungal infection would 

nake posilble the action of the salt solution. The length of the spec- 

inen was approximately ,8 oni. and weight was 1,21 grams. The dis- 

solved oxygen was 7,8 p.p,m. 

The iater was changed after a period of Liii hours. CiLe er- 

certtges of sea water were reproduced but the ssiinty of the sea 

water was now 3li.0 o/ao. The gaseous oxygen content of the fresh sol- 

ution Of Jar No, I was 9.0 p.p.m. As deterTnined colorimetrically a 
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pH of wa found for both Lue old and the new solutions. The 

temperatures of the previou1y used o1utioiis was 20. 
90 

c. The fish 

were transferred to t te freshly prepired o1utions hav1n a temper- 

ature of 1390 c. arid aid not show any unfavorable reuit from th1 

temperature change. 

In Jar ho. i the two larger fish took on a marked dark green 

color with scattered black 3potc over the back and extending laterally. 

The green shaded into a silvery color ith greenish sheen over the 

belly. 

The two mtaller fish showed a lees definite green pigment- 

ation over the same areas. The fish in the other jars showed a slightly 

greenish coloration. The glass jars ;ere on a table that ìa covered 

with browTl paper. 

The second replacement in Jar No. 3 still showed funiis 

infestation and was transferred to the igkxer concentxtion of Jar No. i 

t the time the fresh solutions were repared. This fish was found 

dead i;.; hours after being placed in Jar No. 1. Only the rays re- 

mained of the caudal fin. The lower portion of the peduncle from the 

lateral line ventrally and anteriorly to the anal fin w-s conumed by 

the action of the fungus. The anal, pectoral, and pelvic fins were also 

injured. The fish was .O cm. and 1.33 grams and had a drawn-in or 

gaunt appearance in the abdomInal region. A small wound appeared red 

on the right side of the body. 

The first indiention of distress among the original four fish 

in Jar No. i came at the end 01' 72 hours. The temperature was l7.0 C. 

within three hours this salmon was on its back and the respiratory rate 

'was noticeably decelerated. In one half hour it as dead. The length 
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of this fish was Ô. cm, and the weiLh.t vas .36 g. The dissolved 

oxygen content of the water was 7,7 p.p.rn. 

At this time all the fish in Jar No. J. were badly infected 

ith iungus. The to smallest fish were exhibiting symptoms ot 

suffocation. The oxygen content in this jar s deternined and was 

found to oe L.6 p.p.rn. A second aspirator was placed in the water. 

A larger fish ith a much increased respiratory rate was lying on its 

back ori the bottom of the jar. This fish remained in this position 

for 12 hours before ring. Its size was 7.1k cm, and L.9 grams (approx.) 

The caudal fin was entirely missing as a result of the action of fungus. 

The pedunclo was pinkish white in color and there were many sTnall wounds 

on the ventral and lateral surfaces, 10 fungus growth was visible on 

the fish at this tinte, 

A second fish (o.9 cm. and 3.d grams (approx.)) in Jar No. 14 

died at the end of $O. hours. The mernbranous portion of the caudal 

fin was destroyed and numerous small lesions re observed on the áb- 

domen from the pectoral to the anal fins, and appeared as red spots on 

the becliy, when this fish was laid on a filter paper arid then removed, 

blood was absorbed by the paper from the wounds. 

The third fish (5.9 cm. and 2,12 g,) died after b Iiour. 

The caudal fin and peduncle had been 'art1y consumed by the infection. 

The temperature was l.O0 C. and the test for oxygen showed d. p.p.m. 

At the end of 9L.5 hours, the fourth fish (ó.L cm. and 2.3 g.) 

of this jar, was found dead. The posterior margin of the caudal fin 

was gone and the fungus had progressed anteriorly along one third of 

the peduncle. The dissolved ogen was 3.2 p.p.m. 

In Jar No. 3 one of the two original fish (7.0 cm. and 3.98 g.) 
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was observed heavily infested with fungus extending anteriorly well up 

on the peduncie after being in. the solution for ll7. hours. Thirteen 
hours after this heavy growth of fungus was observed the fish had lost 
its e(iuilibrium, and 2. hours later it was dead. 

No further losses were suffered on the succeedia three nd 
one half days at the end of which time the test was concluded, The 

surviving fish - 3 in Jar No. 1, ¿.. in Jar No. 2, 1 in Jar No. 3 and 

i in Jar No. )4 had lived in the sea ater solutions for a total of 
2l7. hours, 

It is noteworthy that the fish in Jar No. 2 did not suffer 
a single mortality although no attempt at selecting the specimens for 

the different concentrations was made when the fish were introduced 

into the solutions. The group in Jar No. suffered the highest death 
rate with Jar No. 3 hving slightly less mortality. The fish used in 
the tests were infected with funus at the outset of the experiment or 
it quickly spread to them because of the limited volume of water in 

which they were held, and the relatively high temperature to which the 

water was permitted to rise. 
It seems probable from these tests that fungus was the 

primary factor contributing to the deth of these fish. However, the 

effect of the hypertonic sea water solution also would have a detri- 

mental effect especially in those cases where the fungus had opened up 

areas of unprotected underlying tisuos. The open sores observed on 

so many of these dead fish were not encountered in the fish that were 

held in fresh water, Those kept in the higher concentrations of sea 

water were, as far as could be seen, freer from fungus infection at the 
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tizne of their death than those in Jars No. 3 and NOe 14. AU of these 

fish and especially those held in the greater concentrtìon of sea 

water had a gaunt. laterally compressed appearance particularly in the 

abdominal region ìhere they seemed to be narrow and drawn-in. Their 

heads looked as thougn they were out of proportion to the body, 

appearing larger taìi norual. It is unfortunate that these isi were 

not weighed oef ore the)t ex-e ssd in the tst o that any chaige in 

weight could have becn obrved. 



DISEASES AND FUNGUS INFECTIGN 

No atte!flT)t was nade tt study the crnses of death f rom 

diseases, and only the m08t obvious ones were recognized. Several 

dead fish were taken from the outdoor tro!mghs with their eye balls 
protruding from the sockets. This is called exophtha1os or "popeye" 

and Davis (l9Li6) states that there are several causes that may be 

responsible for this condition. It was not an important cause of 

mortality among these fish. 

Fin rot as described by Davis (l9t6) also was observed in 

sorne of the fish held in the stock tanks, hut did not asswrie any 

importance in this work. 

Funs infection was iuite prevalen.t as could be expected 

when fish from several sources were held together in very confined 

quarters. It is interesting to note that the tempering rocess during 

which the fish were held at a minimum temperature of 21.00 C. for 2 

hours greatly accelerated the growth of the fungus and made it pos- 

sible to isolate or destroy the contaminated fish early. 

The value of a seawater solution in combating fungus would 

require more detailed investigation, G. C. Webb, Superintendent of 

the Aisea hatchery of the Oregon Stte Game Commission in a conver- 

sation states that frequently the fungused area sloughs off and the 

fish recovers providing the aree involved is not too e,rtenive. The 

temperature reached during the time the fish were held in the sea 

water solution was conducive to the growth cf this parasitic orgnism. 

It is significant that those fish held in a 3 percent solution 

suffered no losses, Those in the 0 percent concentration appeared to 



be dehydrated to sorne extent. The OflC5 in the 1 percent solution 

suffered a heavy furigal growth averi while in the solution. Än3. the 

f ish in the 2 percent sea water had ;light1y fewer 
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CONCLUSION 

The main purpose of this series o± teste ws to learn as 

quickly possible the necessary requirements of these salinonoid 

fishe for survival under normal laboratory conditions. These essen- 

ta1 requirnnts, of course, limit the onciusions that cn be reached 

from the observed effects of mill effluente to be investigated. It is 
necessary- in determining the toxic effect of chenicals on animals to 

correlate the biological requisites of the animsis with the chemical 

and physical effects of the substances tested. 

These indispensible reqiirements include:- 

1. Living space 

2. Food 

3. Dissolved oxygen 

14. Suitable temperature 

!. Freedom from disease and parasitic infections 

6. Water of the proper chemical composition. 

Most of these tests need further and more exhaustive in- 

vestigation as they involve the most esantial and vital factors 

determining the continued welfare and survival of these members of 

the fisheries resource. 

The iajor part of this stur was conducted with silver 
salmon, but even such 11mted use as ws made of the other species 

demonstrated that there iere many dfff'erences in behavior, as well 

as in physical requirements, beteen the members of this Larilly. 

These differences must be learned and, taken into consideration in all 

management practices concerning these fishes. 
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